
General Motors 
Social & Reputation Management

Your dealership’s social media is professionally managed by Facebook 

Blueprint Certified experts, who are trained to help you sell and service 

more cars profitably through social.

For more information, visit TeamVelocityMarketing.com/GM
703-783-9759 | GMdigital@teamvelocitymarketing.com

Organic Social
Our social managers schedule posts, oversee custom 
creative content, and work with you on setting your 
social goals for the month. Our platform monitors all 
your social engagement, from likes, comments, and 
shares to direct messages, allowing us to respond to 
your potential customers on your behalf.

Social Advertising
Our elite data partnerships provide access to 
supplemental lifestyle information, allowing us to 
custom build audiences with the most specific intent 
possible. Our team of creative designers will make 
your ads POP in social feeds.

Reputation Management
Your dedicated account manager will respond to 
reviews with customized responses written in your 
brand’s voice.

Reporting
Ever wonder if your social ads are ACTUALLY working? 
Our technology provides transparent reporting on 
your ad spend. Plus, your social manager will report 
on all engagement across your social channels and  
set benchmarks for content.



Package Pricing

Starter Pro Premium

Reputation & Social Management
Managed 
Response

$249/mo.

Managed 
Social

$549/mo.

Managed  
Premium Social

$849/mo.

Professionally-managed reputation services   

Human response to all positive & negative reviews*   

Survey response   

3rd party review response** (Facebook, Google, Edmunds, CarGurus, Cars.com, etc.)   

Monthly performance and coaching calls with dealership   

Provide global social guidelines and industry best practices within the scope of GM   

Distribution of meaningful positive reviews to alternate sites  

Professionally-managed organic social postings  

Five organic social posts per week  

Social media page optimization  
Reputation social media targeted advertising 
(Monthly spend is at dealers discretion. Management fee is capped at 20% of ad spend.)

 

Facebook Blueprint certified management  

Monthly goal and KPI setup  

Monthly reporting & review  

Use of third party data for hyper-targeted audience marketing*** 

Integrated reporting of Facebook analytics, Instagram analytics and Google analytics 

Managed response to all social posts within 48 hours 

*All Responses provided within three calendar days for all positive and negative reviews

**Provided dealer has login credentials to these additional sites: DealerRater, Yelp, Glassdoor

***Utilization of first party and third party data allows us to hyper-focus on selected target audiences with auto intent. This narrows the audience search beyond what 
social media channels offer, creating a richer audience set to target.

TeamVelocityMarketing.com/GM


